Case studies: orthopaedic surgery in adult patients with haemophilia A with inhibitors.
Whilst orthopaedic surgery in haemophilia patients without inhibitors is now relatively common in specialized centres, until recently there have been only a few sporadic instances of surgery having been undertaken on patients with inhibitors. The availability of recombinant activated factor VII (rFVIIa) for haemostatic cover during surgery allows procedures to be performed that previously may not have been considered possible. Complications associated with thrombosis are rare in haemophilia patients with inhibitors, but bleeding complications remain a concern. Globally, experience of performing orthopaedic surgery in these patients is increasing and many successful outcomes have been reported. However, more knowledge relating to the incidence and type of bleeding complications liable to be encountered, together with further information about appropriate rescue treatment, would be valuable. Data relating to long-term follow-up after surgery would be useful, as would a comparison of outcomes between haemophilia patients with and without inhibitors. Optimal dosing regimens for rFVIIa as surgical cover are still to be determined and further information is required relating to the cost effectiveness of rFVIIa in surgery. Further study should address these issues.